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The Eclipse Series in arch or sloped roof delivers an urban 
edge to any streetscape with its bold round columns and 

sharp blade rafters. 

This design features pocketed columns and header to  
conceal hardware and provide unparalleled structural integrity. Available in 
either cantilevered or full-sided walls in a variety of wall glazing, all of 

which can be tailored with custom branding elements. 

Standard elements include powder coat painted finish and aluminum, 
acrylic, or structured polycarbonate roof glazing. The Eclipse Series is 
ideal for Brasco’s low profile flex solar panel and header mounted battery 

box lighting package, front windscreen, or ad box.  

Brasco's engineering team calculates all shelters to meet local wind, snow 

& seismic load requirements.  

 

WIDTH 

5’ 

 

LENGTH 

8’, 10’, 12’, 16’, 20’  

 

COLUMNS 

4.5” or 6” Round Pocketed Channel Extrusion  

 

STANDARD ROOF GLAZING 

Aluminum 

Structured Polycarbonate 

Acrylic 

 

STANDARD WALL GLAZING 

Tempered Safety Glass 

Perforated Aluminum 

 

WALL CONFIGURATION 

Full Side Walls 

Cantilever  Roof / Partial Side Walls 

Front Windscreen 

 

INCLUDED 

Pocketed Columns Conceal Hardware 

Concrete Mounting Hardware 

Powder Coat Painted Aluminum Finish 

1 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty 

Aluminum Will Never Rust 

Made in America, Buy America Compliant 

 

POPULAR ADD-ONS 

Escutcheon Covers 

Eclipse Bench 

Wall-mounted Display Case 

Solar Powered Lighting Package 

2-Sided Ad Box 

USB Charging Ports 

Column Accent Lighting 

Below:  Aluminum arch cantilever roof with partial side walls, custom ceramic frit walls. 
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Top:  Sloped bronze acrylic roof, adjustable anchor boots, ceramic frit logo wall 
glazing. 

Bottom Left: Sloped bronze acrylic roof, Eclipse bench, ceramic frit logo wall 
glazing. 

Bottom Center: Sloped roof in bronze acrylic, canopy style with no side walls; rear 
aluminum windscreen panels. 

Bottom Right: Sloped aluminum roof, cantilever style with partial side walls. 
Curveline bench to match. 
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Top:  Bronze acrylic arch roof, Eclipse bench with black HDPE slats, Eclipse 
trash receptacle. 

Bottom Left: Cantilever style  bronze acrylic arch roof with partial side walls, 
custom backlit sign. 

Bottom Center: Aluminum arch roof with color-matched blade rafters, anchor 
boots, leaning rail, and Eclipse bench. Perforated aluminum walls and backlit ad 
box. 

Bottom Right: Aluminum arch roof with blue powder coated Eclipse bench to 
match. Cantilever style with partial side walls.. 


